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1950s: Growing up in the 1940s, Barbara never talked about having been raped by a family member. As a young adult, she went to a psychiatrist who told her that people generally weren’t bothered by incest, and, despite her distress, she let the matter drop.

1982: Several women in their twenties met through a local feminist anti violence group. Discovering their shared experiences of childhood sexual abuse, they began meeting to support each other, theorize about child sexual abuse, and work to make the issue more visible.

1995: A man in his thirties confronted his parents with accusations of child sexual abuse. Denying his account, they argued that his memories were false, implanted by a therapist’s suggestive techniques. They referred to literature from the False Memory Syndrome Foundation, and implored him to see a new therapist.

1998: The stickers read “Proud Survivor” and “The Abuse Stops Here.” Fluorescent green and orange, plastered to marchers’ bodies, they caught the eye of onlookers, who often cheered or mouthed, “Me, too,” as Run Riot, a survivors’ activist group, chanted and sang its way along the route of the San Francisco Gay Pride Parade.
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Advanced Persistent Threat: Understanding the Danger and How to Protect Your OrganizationSyngress Publishing, 2012

	The newest threat to security has been categorized as the Advanced Persistent Threat or APT. The APT bypasses most of an organization's current security devices, and is typically carried out by an organized group, such as a foreign nation state or rogue group with both the capability and the intent to persistently and effectively target a...
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Nutrition and Well-being a To Z; 2V.Macmillan Technical, 2004


	Nutrition is one of the most important factors that impact health in all

	areas of the lifecycle. Pregnant women need adequate food and health care

	to deliver a healthy baby who has a good birth weight and a fighting chance

	for survival. In many regions of the world, the infant mortality rate is very

	high, meaning that many...
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RV Vacations For Dummies (Dummies Travel)For Dummies, 2006

	From New England to the Oregon Coast, from Texas to the Tetons, America is full of fascinating and friendly places — and your RV is a great way to get to any one of them. This fun, friendly guide shows you how to get the most out of your RV vacations with fun itineraries and handy tips on:

	
		Choose the...
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Learn Python Programming: The no-nonsense, beginner's guide to programming, data science, and web development with Python 3.7, 2nd EditionPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Learn the fundamentals of Python (3.7) and how to apply it to data science, programming, and web development. Fully updated to include hands-on tutorials and projects.

	
		Key Features

		
			Learn the fundamentals of Python programming with interactive projects
	
			Apply Python to data...
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Bass Guitar for DummiesFor Dummies, 2003
Shake the earth with deep, sonorous vibrations. Be the force that relentlessly drives the music. Rumble like the ominous thunder of an approaching storm. For you, it's not enough just to be heard; you need to be felt, too. You need to play bass guitar.
    Imagine your favorite music without bass. It doesn't work, does it? The bass is...
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Hardware Acceleration of EDA Algorithms: Custom ICs, FPGAs and GPUsSpringer, 2010

	This book deals with the acceleration of EDA algorithms using hardware platforms such as FPGAs and GPUs. Widely applied CAD algorithms are evaluated and compared for potential acceleration on FPGAs and GPUs. Coverage includes discussion of conditions under which it is preferable to use one platform over another, e.g., when an EDA problem has...
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